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Us and Them
By Jeremy Miller || originally published on the CMC Beacon blog,
August 1, 2020 || used with permission
Pastors may have one of the most difficult jobs in the country
right now. Relational roadside bombs have been embedded in our
congregations. Some are easily spotted ahead of time, but others
are hidden in unassuming people and situations. Months of altered
schedules, state-mandated restrictions, exposure to a steady diet of
conspiracy theories, loss of jobs, and a hyper-aggressive political
climate (among other challenges) have exposed serious weaknesses
in many of us. Pent-up rage and hostility toward the idiots on the
other side who are perpetuating our collective problems explodes
out of us, harming our churches and weakening our ability to hear
God’s voice.
It is us against “them” and increasingly the “them(s)” are our
fellow believers. This dynamic is unsustainable. The church and
country need people of deep character, authentic faith, and a deep
reservoir of courage. We need people who are not quick to make
others the enemy while simultaneously moving through life with
a steady confidence in the convictions guiding their behavior. We
need people of peace.
You know these people. They don’t belittle others. When they
disagree, you usually find them leaning in and asking questions
rather than retreating or responding defensively. They are willing to
share their perspective and do so with a quiet confidence that lets
you know they respect you, but ultimately they are more concerned
with integrity than gaining your approval. Honor and discipline
mark their steps. Love for others seeps from their being.
How do we become people of peace?
Get Close. (2 Thessalonians 3:7-9)
One of the most effective ways to learn a new behavior or way of
thinking is to get close to people you want to emulate. We usually
call this discipleship. We shepherd a new Christian toward spiritual
maturity by encouraging that person to spend time with those
who have walked with Christ for many years. If you find yourself
in frequent fits of anger and wishing Facebook had a facepalm
button, perhaps it is time to break from social media and spend
more time with people who have attributes we want. Pay attention
to how they process difficult questions and respond to people who
differ. Ask questions.

Continued on page 2

Cover story: Hong Kong
Mennonites seek the
peace of the city
By Tim Huber // originally
published September 19, 2019 in
Mennonite World Review // used
with permission
As protests bring millions of
citizens into Hong Kong’s
streets, the city’s tiny Mennonite
population is praying peaceful
tactics will prevail.

Continued from cover
Recapture Grace. (Romans 3:10-12, James. 4:6)
The great irony in people of strength and character is
that they are very aware of their own weakness. They
are humble and aware they have need of a savior.
Part of the struggle in so many of us is that we have
forgotten the extravagant grace of God toward us.
“While we were yet sinners, Christ died for us.” An
awareness of our own sinfulness brings a caution to
our indignations and frustrations with others. Those
who live with Christ and rest in his grace are slow to
anger, slow to make harsh judgments, and slow to
condemn. A key component in becoming a person of
peace is a greater awareness of God’s grace.
Stop and Lean In. (Proverbs 18:2)

confidence in their convictions, builds credibility with
those with whom they disagree, and develops in the
people of peace themselves an ability to see others as
people rather than enemies.

People of peace genuinely
seek to understand
those with whom they
disagree….they lean in and
begin to ask questions.
Learning to get close, remembering God’s grace for
you, and becoming patient with your opponents takes
time and patience, but Christ’s church needs us to
become more careful, more thoughtful, and less angry.
A few slight turns of the dial in that direction could
make a significant difference in our churches and in
our world.

Our news feeds are full of evidence for our tribe’s
righteousness. In fact, it is likely that there is video
evidence of your political or theological opponents
exhibiting evil behavior. Of course, your opponents
have footage of your group’s worst moments. People
of peace genuinely seek to understand those with
whom they disagree. Instead of attacking or giving
in to their discomfort and running away, they lean
in and begin to ask questions. They look to gain a
genuine understanding of opposing ideas. This leads to
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Demonstrations began in early
June, when a bill was introduced
that would allow Hong Kong
residents to be sent to mainland
China for trial.
In 1997, Hong Kong was promised
50 years of near-autonomy as a
special administrative region of
China, under the terms of the
handover of the former British
colony to China.
While the bill that instigated
the protests has been rescinded,
demonstrations have continued and
evolved into a larger campaign for
democracy.
Jeremiah Choi, pastor of Agape
Mennonite Church in Hong
Kong, said many church leaders
have called on the government to
reverse course as Christians have
worked to maintain nonviolence
during protests.
Read the full article at
ibit.ly/2Jd5
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A new conference looks ahead
By Sue Conrad Howes // originally published February 13, 2020 on
mosaicmennonites.org // used with permission
Since the writing of this article, Eastern District and Franconia
Mennonite Conference has been renamed Mosaic Mennonite Conference.
“What excites and gives me hope is the endless possibilities,” says
conference board member Yvonne Platts, Nueva Vida Norristown (PA)
New Life congregation. “We don’t know what to really expect, which
makes us more open to the leading of the Spirit to guide us in the
future.”
Platts and the other members of the new Eastern District and
Franconia Conference board are looking forward with anticipation as,
effective February 1, 2020, Eastern District Conference and Franconia
Conference began to operate as one, reconciled conference.
The new conference is beginning to act and operate as one community,
putting behind over 173 years of division and conflict.

“A significant challenge we face is to
not allow the differences among us
to overshadow the essentials that we
hold in common”
“The most challenging part of the process is recognizing that it will
take time,” reflects executive minister, Steve Kriss. “We won’t have
everything done tomorrow or next week. The process of reconciling
and taking two historic communities back into one organizational
system will not be seamless.”

Assistant Moderator Angela Moyer, Ripple congregation (Allentown,
PA), acknowledges that this will take ongoing work. “Can we stay
engaged in the process of reconciliation or will we just split over the
issues of the current day like we did in the 1800s, especially given our
current cultural and secular polarities?” she asks.
“A significant challenge we face is to not allow the differences among
us to overshadow the essentials that we hold in common,” says
Moderator Ken Burkholder, Deep Run East congregation (Perkasie,
PA); “mainly our shared Anabaptist faith in Jesus and our mutual
commitment to God’s mission in this world.”
Growing pains are inevitable, acknowledges board member Jim
Musselman, Zion congregation (Souderton, PA).
He hopes, however, that we will continue to
listen. “Reconciliation requires a lot of listening.
Listening builds trust and community, which leads
to renewal.”
Despite the hard work, conference leaders are
amazed at the positive energy coming from so many
people. “This has been emotional for both of our
conferences,” says Kriss. “There have been tears,
but I’ve seen more tears of joy than grief.”
New congregations in several states continue to
express interest in joining the Eastern District and
Franconia community. By the end of 2020, the
new Conference will likely be 20% larger than it is
currently. “This is a significant expansion in a year,”
says Kriss. “We will need to cultivate a sense of
togetherness in the midst of this exciting growth.”

Applause by Eastern District and Franconia Conference delegates after reconciliation was
confirmed, November 2019. Photo courtesy of Mosaic Mennonite Conference

COVER: Lam Yik Fei for The New York Times

Sue Conrad Howes is part of the communication
team for Mosaic Mennonite Conference. She is an
ordained pastor in MC USA and is a hospital trauma
chaplain. She and her husband live in Quakertown,
PA and are members at West Swamp Mennonite
Church.
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The audacity of a radical
love evokes change and
reconciliation
By Melody Pannell|| originally published on
mennonitemission.net, February 10, 2021 ||
used with permission
This year’s theme for Black History Month,
chosen by the Association for the Study of African
American Life and History, is “Black Family:
Representation, Identity and Diversity.” As I reflect
on this theme, the words of Audre Lorde, Harlemborn poet and civil rights activist, ring true in my
soul: “If I didn’t define myself for myself, I would
be crunched into other people’s fantasies for me
and eaten alive.”
How I represent myself, identify as a member
of the Black Family, and authentically celebrate
diversity has been deeply shaped by a threepronged formation: my understanding of Black
history, the history of my home church, and the
spiritual calling of my parents to be a “catalyst
for change.” Within my own identity, I hold the
tension of the historical trauma of the racist divide
between Blacks and Whites and the audacious,
radical love that embodies a catalyst for change
and reconciliation.
I was born on December 29, 1969, to a White
mother and Black father, and raised in the heart of
Harlem, New York City, between the heat of the
Civil Rights Movement and the rise of the Black
Power Movement. Culturally, I self-identify as a
Black woman.
I was three years old when the first Black woman,
Shirley Chisholm, ran for president of the
United States, in 1972. Representing New York,
Chisholm became the first Black congresswoman,
in 1969. She was also a founding member of the
Congressional Black Caucus. In her memoirs,
Unbought and Unbossed, published in 1970,
Chisholm wrote, “Racism is so universal in this
country, so widespread, and deep-seated, that it is
invisible because it is so normal.”
Indeed, racism was normalized and so was the
belief that races should not mix, especially Black
people and White people. That was the worldview
that my parents were taught to believe yet had the
audacity to change.
Meanwhile, the Mennonite church in New York
City was also responding to race relations. The
church created a new space of radical love and
beloved community in Harlem. Harlem Mennonite
Church, now Seventh Avenue Mennonite Church,
was established January 17, 1954, under the
leadership of John Kraybill. The congregation
was part of a missionary outreach of Lancaster
Mennonite Conference, in partnership with
Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions and
Charities. Soon, Black and White Mennonites from
Pennsylvania and Black Harlemites fellowshipped
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 rom left to right (in the middle of the picture) is the late Ethel M. Zeager (wearing a covF
ering and glasses and holding a Bible), Glen Zeager (wearing a bow tie), and Dr. Richard W.
Pannell standing next to him outside of Seventh Avenue Mennonite Church in Manhattan,
New York City, in 1963. Ethel and Richard are the parents of Melody Pannell, the writer of
the blog below. Historical photo provided.
and worshipped together, in love and unity,
counter to the social and cultural norms of the day.
My parents felt called by God to serve the
community and the Mennonite church in Harlem.
My father, Dr. Richard W. Pannell, came to
Harlem from Coatesville, Pennsylvania, in 1961.
My mother, the late Ethel M. Zeager Pannell, of
Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania, arrived in Harlem a
year later. Amid the resistance to racial integration
and reconciliation, they married in 1964. In their
own way, they were part of the movement that
brought about change and reconciliation to the
local community and broader Mennonite church.
This is my family history and the fabric that forged
my identity. These are the seeds of change that
have been planted in my heart. This is, as the
late Rev. Dr. Katie Cannon stated, “the work my
soul must have.” Admittedly, the work of social
justice, racial reconciliation and radical love for
all humanity is a difficult journey and a daunting
mission. Like many of those before me, I have
experienced false hopes, unrealistic endeavors,
ultimate failures and a sense of hopelessness. It
takes tremendous faith, courage and resiliency
to attempt to dismantle the more than 400 years
of systemic racism and structured discrimination
within our nation, and even within our own
Mennonite churches and institutions. It takes the
audacity of a radical love ethic that refuses to quit.
Two events have encouraged my soul to persevere.
In summer 2020, after the horrendous public
displays of racial terror and violence throughout
the United States, I was invited to co-lead a yearlong (September 2020-May 2021) Sunday-school
class at Immanuel Mennonite Church (IMC) in
Harrisonburg, Virginia. The title is, “A Journey:
Jesus, White supremacy, the church, and the work
of transformation.”

IMC is located in the historically Black northeast
community of Harrisonburg and articulates this
vision: “to bring together our diverse cultures and
expressions in a way that reveals Christ’s Kingdom
of hope and wholeness in our lives and in our
worship.” IMC’s motto is “Real people following
Jesus’ radical call to love and service.” I have
enjoyed engaging with this group of Christians
committed to learning together and being
transformed by God’s love and grace, concerning
racial reconciliation.
Wednesday, January 20, I witnessed the
inauguration of the first bi-racial, Black and
Indian-American woman, Senator Kamala Harris,
being sworn in as the vice-president of the United
States. I felt deep joy in that sacred moment,
knowing how far we have come as a nation and
experiencing renewed hope for the healing journey
ahead.
All this is a result of many risks taken, and changes
made: the Freedom Riders’ actions; the courage
of Shirley Chisholm to serve as a catalyst for
change; the racial barriers that my parents crossed
in ministry and marriage; the manifestation of the
seeds of hope for racial reconciliation that were
planted at Seventh Avenue Mennonite Church;
and my belief, as a biracial woman, in the power of
radical love to change the world.
This is my destiny.
Melody Pannell, a native
of Harlem, New York
City, is a freelance writer
for Mennonite Mission
Network. She has served
in the field of social work,
higher education and
ministry for more than 25
years.

MCC peacebuilding resources
MCC’s Washington Office has gathered a number of peacebuilding and
nonviolence resources from Anabaptist partners. Join MCC as we choose
Christ’s way of reconciliation and pray for the witness of the church amid
division and upheaval in the U.S.
Bystander intervention from Mennonite Mission Network
Find it at www.pjsn.org/resources/bystander-intervention
Dialogue: Having better conversations on divisive issues (MCC Can.)
Find it at ibit.ly/TeTp
Peaceful protests: Nonviolence guidelines
Find it at mindfreedom.org/campaign/peace-rules/
Prayer walks and singing: Peace prayer walk toolkit
Find it at nebraskasynod.org/learn/resources/congregations/		
prayerwalktoolkit.html
Polarization: National Association of Evangelicals: For the health of
the nation
Read here: https://www.forthehealth.net/statement

MC USA’s Agreeing and Disagreeing in Love resource
Christians are not immune to conflict. We face it in our homes and churches, in
our neighborhoods and work places. Wherever we interact with other people, we
experience conflict.
Too often conflict becomes destructive, because we try to avoid it, or because we
don’t know how to face it well. But we can make it an opportunity to grow, to
become more faithful to Jesus,to model Christ-like love for one another.
To work constructively with conflict,we need skills.“Agreeing and Disagreeing in
Love” outlines approaches to conflict that will help us live out ourcalling to be
Christian peacemakers. This two-page resource is available at is.gd/yZCVcj.

Webinar, “Listening across differences” available for
congregational use from Parish Resource Center
Power structures are deeply embedded in society. How do you listen, relate, and
learn with those who are experiencing the world very differently than you? For
spiritual directors, pastors, and others providing spiritual care, hear from experts
from our local community.

ViS it US

Cultivating

Life, Together

to learn about the broad
spectrum of opportunities
for those age 55+

717.381.3500 / LandisCommunities.org

Panelists will explore: Why is it so urgent to “Listen Across Differences”? What
are the roots of these differences we are facing in our country? What are the skills
needed to listen sacredly across differences? What are ways we can work together on
a grassroots level?
Through special arrangement, this recorded webinar is available for free to ACC
Churches. After you register, the link will be sent to you in a separate email from
PRC. This link is only for the use of those who have registered and are part of ACC
churches. The video link will only be active through May 31, 2021. Find more info
and register to receive access at ibit.ly/8U3k.
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News from Around ACC
New York City Immigration
Program named newest
affiliated ministry of ACC
ACC’s Executive Committee has approved the
New York Mennonite Immigration Program
(NYMIP) as the newest Conference Related
Ministry.
NYMIP was formed in 1998 to provide services
in the name of Christ by and for the New York
City Council of Mennonite Churches. It works
to provide quality immigration services on a
non-sectarian basis that includes individual
legal consultation, representation, community
outreach, advocacy, referrals, and education.
The program is committed to working with
local sponsors and their constituents to address
the complexity of immigration issues in a
responsible manner.
Many of these people are unaccompanied
The program will recieve the 2021 Nickels minors and families with children. The Program
hopes to broaden its services to assist these
for Neighbors grant, which is funded by
families as they seek refuge in NYC.
coin collections from Sunday School classes,
Bible Studies, or services, primarily as a way to
encourage giving among children.

The NYMIP is requesting $10,000 to cover the
increased cost for professional NYMIP staff to
perform the proposed legal and social services
The grant will help NYMIP implement its
to immigrant children and families residing in
Family Services project, which will provide
expanded services to keep families together and NYC family shelters.
to provide them with the resources they need
Funds for the Nickels for Neighbors grant will
to thrive.
be distributed at the October 23 Fall Assembly.
With the presence of the pandemic, natural
disasters, and more recent political unrest in
Central and South America, more people have
left their home to seek safety at our borders.

For more information about the grant visit
atlanticcoastconference.net/n4n. To learn more
about NYMIP, visit www.nymip.org.

New Holland MC holds “Guess who’s
coming to dessert
In mid January 21 members from New Holland Mennonite Church
met for for virtual fun and games over dessert. “It was lots of fun

ACC Leadership Transitions
BEGINNINGS:
Kyle Powderly (Kathy) began as interim
pastor at Hebron Mennonite Church on
February 15.
ENDINGS:
Marilyn Henderson (Eric) completed
her ministry at Hebron Mennonite Church
on February 1.
Gary Lloyd (Nancy) completed his
pastoral role at Oley Valley Mennonite
Church on February 28.

and we are planning on doing it again”, says Dawn Ranck-Hower,
pastor of NHMC. Participants divided into two rooms and chose
from provided of conversation starters, such as bucket lists, guilty
pleasures, favorite childhood toys and what song they would choose
if they could only listen to one for the rest of their lives.

ACC finances at a glance - March 2021
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Conversation on death
brings new life to church
land

enhance the biodiversity of the area and
increase natural pollinators.

The preserve was designed to be
a place for contemplation and
By Brook Musselman
reflection, while also preserving
After a 2012 seminar on end of life
the sight across the beautiful
planning, several members of Akron
Conestoga Valley. Planners
Mennonite Church were intrigued by
considered neighbors interests in
the idea of non-traditional burials.
designing in the project, and hope
The congregation’s cemetery offered
the new space will be inviting to
traditional plots but nothing like the green both church and other community
burials or columbarium space the seminar members when complete.
attendees were imagining.
Planning also involved significant
The vision and scope for the possible
collaboration from outside of the
transformation of Akron MC’s outdoor
congregation. Planners leaned
space only grew from there. In the
heavily on assistance, funding,
coming year, the congregation hopes to
and advice from the Lancaster
begin breaking ground on the four-acre
Conservancy and the Alliance for
“Akron Memory Garden and Nature
the Chesapeake Bay, the latter of which
Preserve”, which will incorporate the
plans to contribute many of the trees that
existing burial ground and repurpose a
will be planted on the grounds. Several
large lawn to include a nature preserve
Lancaster City Mennonite congregations
and education area, walking paths, and a have expressed interest in contributing
columbarium.
to the project. Akron has also been
approved for funding from the JoinTrees
Members of the congregation had long
program of Mennonite Men, which has
been interested in putting the church’s
a goal of working with congregations to
lawn space to better use. John Weber,
plant one million trees by 2030.
former moderator of ACC and chair
of the project’s planning committee,
The congregation hopes to begin
shared in a recent meeting with interested groundbreaking and host volunteers and
collaborators that the original vision
educational events as soon as the Fall of
was not to repurpose the lawn, but the
2021 if the contribution goal is met. To
project eventually evolved “to embrace
donate or learn more, contact the Akron
a nature preserve as more consistent
Mennonite Church Cemetery Association:
with an Anabaptist and pro-environment 717-859-1488.
theology”. The nature preserve will

Virtual fellowship is real
fellowship
By Tim Huber || originally published in
Anabaptist World, February 3, 2021 ||
used with permission
COVID-19 helps NYC church become
MC USA’s first primarily virtual
congregation

A second
edition of the

ACC Anti-Racism
Task Group’s
resource booklet
is available for
individual and
congregational
use. New recommended resources focus on helping ACC’s
primarily white congregations understand whiteness and its
cooresponding advantages in our society.
The booklet, along with a variety of helpful links to
resources from Mennonite Church USA, can be found at
atlanticcoastconference.net/anti-racism-resources

when a group of people from a handful of
churches began discussing a shared desire
for a worshiping community that would be
intentional about community — especially
for people who might not be able to gather
in large groups for a variety of reasons.
Some people have mobility issues
that make leaving the house difficult.
Sensitivities to loud noises or large groups
can make traditional worship services
uncomfortable for others.

Don’t try to find one of New York
City’s newest Mennonite congregations
on a map. Grace and Peace Mennonite
The group began meeting in the apartment
Church is a primarily virtual congregation, of Rhonda Mitchell, a member of Grace
forgoing a physical location in favor
and Peace’s leadership team.
of gatherings that take place almost
exclusively online or by phone.
It is believed to be the first congregation
in Mennonite Church USA with such an
emphasis.

Read the full article at
anabaptistworld.org/virtualfellowship-is-real-fellowship

Grace and Peace got its start in early 2019,
Currents Spring 2021 |
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Upcoming Events
Free webinar:
Refugee &
Immigration Updates
from Church World
Service

Wednesday, April 28, 6:30
-7:30 pm
Learn about recent updates
to national refugee and
immigration policy and how
congregations can partner with
Church World Service (CWS)
to assist refugee families
resettle locally. Registration
required at ibit.ly/ITsH

Caring for God’s Earth

Saturday, May 7-8, 2021
with virtual and in-person
elements
This two-day event will equip
and give hope to current and
developing church leaders and
others concerned about climate
change and to explore the role of
faith communities in addressing
climate change.
The day includes online plenary
sessions and workshops as
well as inspiring in-person
field trips to explore climate
action work being done in the
Lancaster, Pennsylvania area.
Visit atlanticcoastconference.net/
gods-earth for more details and
registration.
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Deadline for Congregregational Leadership
Fund grant applications

May 31, 2021
Congregations and congregational leaders may apply for this
grant for continuing education, assisting short-term leadership
needs, and resourcing faith formation initiatives. Applications
can be found on ACC’s website on the“ACC Documents” page
under the “Resources” tab. If you miss this submission deadline,
the next deadline is November 30, 2021.

2021 Fall Youth Retreat

September 10-12, 2021
Save the date! The 2021 Fall Youth Retreat at Refreshing
Mountain will be held September 10-12. Look for more info in
the months ahead.

